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Chinese culture has long history and various factors, yet in reality 
it had barely been disinterred and depurated. It can’t be deny that there 
are lots of faultages and branches in the development of designing in China. 
The development of economy in China has promoted the progress of designing. 
As a new vocation, designing profited from the reformation and opening 
in the 80’s of 20th century. And Hong Kong is a place of legend, it turned 
into a international big city from a innominate little fish port within 
a hundred years. In the beginning of 60, 70’s, designing began its 
development. Hong Kong has traditions of both eastern and western, the 
impact of two systems brought out new things. The history of Hong Kong’s 
development is compatible, on this background, it has experienced the 
whole course of developing, breakthrough and innovation of designing. 
Meanwhile people was experiencing the course of germination, exploring, 
developing, growing up and sublimation from knowing to admitting 
designing. It’s no doubt that designing and economy depends on each other, 
and the boom of business brings up the competition of designing; designing 
also is what civilization requires to the quality of life. As the 
combination of both science and art, designing can embody the 
diversification of modern culture and multi-humanity. So designing in 
China mainland and Hong Kong has differences in many aspects because of 
differences in culture, education and. 
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